
WHY NEWEVOL SECURITY INTELLIGENCE

Limited Integration with other security tools

Limited threat feed sources

Real-time visibility into threats

INTUITIVE DASHBOARD

Users can quickly browse through multiple threat feeds and 

their corresponding descriptions with NewEvol's intuitive 

dashboard, which includes information such as malware 

definitions, vulnerability descriptions, and more, providing a 

360-degree view of all elements of active threat activity.

VERSATILE THREAT FEEDS

NewEvol Threat Intelligence gathers a wide range of data 

from all across the world. NewEvol's threat feeds include all 

industries that might be targeted by cyber threats or have 

been targeted in the past. . From Financial institutions to 

Government institutions, NewEvol Threat Intelligence covers 

up all.

CENTRALIZED VISIBILITY

Gather all the data, be it from SIEM, SOAR, Security intelli-

gence or analytics. Visualize all the data in a centralized 

location to take efficient and rapid actions on the malicious 

activities.

NewEvol threat intelligence is one of the components of the 

NewEvol platform. It is responsible for contributing threat 

Intelligence feeds. The intelligence feeds that come on the 

platform are from a variety of free and paid sources. 

Hundreds of thousands of Indicators of threats are correlat-

ed by our Cyber-Threat Intelligence team, turning data into 

useful, real-time insights.

CONTACT US

1 Parklane Blvd, STE 729 E,

Dearborn, MI 48126

info@newevol.io

+1 (325) 515-4107
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What is NewEvol Threat
Intelligence?

In and out details of security threat feeds

Frequent updates of Threat feeds

Global visibility into threats

Geographical mapping of threat feeds

KEY FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

Effective triage and analysis

 In-depth analysis

Threat lookup

Updated and latest Threat feeds

Uniqueness

Contextual Real-time insights
Into Global threat Landscape

Security
Intelligence

NewEvol Threat Intelligence
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COLLECT

NewEvol Threat Intelligence gathers threat information from 

a variety of open and paid sources. These sites give 

real-time worldwide data to keep you informed about 

current concerns throughout the world.

RANK

Once threat data has been captured by the NewEvol Threat 

Intelligence platform, attackers are ranked according to the 

relevance. Details regarding the threats are captured and 

ranked accordingly.

ATTRIBUTION AND ENRICHMENT

These attackers are prioritised based on the relevancy of 

the threat data acquired by the NewEvol Threat Intelligence 

platform. Every detail about the dangers is recorded and 

ranked accordingly.

Threat Intelligence uses a proprietary machine-learning 

algorithm to provide highly accurate, up to date streams of 

IOC. These feeds are then imported to the products that are 

integrated with the NewEvol platform and get updated once 

a day.

Some of the Use cases that commonly get updated are:

a) The IP address associated with the TOR network

b) The IP address associated with ransomware and 

malware attacks

c) Domain names associated with ransomware, phishing or 

malware attacks

d) Vulnerabilities associated with the common IT devices

e) Global visualization of threats

NewEvol Threat Intelligence is designed to work efficiently 

with minimum hardware requirements. The hardware sizes 

may vary as per the requirements. 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to 

address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we 

endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no 

guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that 

it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such 

information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examina-

tion of the particular situation.

How it Works

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENT 

NewEvol Threat Intelligence works in three phases

SERVER 

Security Threat

Intelligence

CORE 

8 cores 8 GB 500 GB Ubuntu
16.04 

RAM HDD OS

DATA COLLECTION

ATTACKS RANKING

THREAT ATTRIBUTION


